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• Celebrate Mass at the Shrine of 
Our Lady of Guadalupe

• Learn the story of St. Juan Diego, 
the visionary of Guadalupe, and 
witness the miraculous Tilma

• Experience the impact the Sisters 
of Mary’s Girlstown Program has 
had on the region and how they 
are “transforming lives”

• Lunch and Mass with the Sisters of 
Mary and the 3000 young girls they 
serve

• Just to name a few of the life 
changing memories you’ll 
experience this weekend

HIGHLIGHTS:



Friday, September 6th • Depart USA | Arrive in Mexico    
Arrive in Mexico City, via independent flights.  Upon arrival, transfer to the hotel and celebrate a Welcome Mass.  Enjoy a welcome 

reception and dinner as a group before learning about the ‘Signs & Symbols of  the Tilma’ through a brief  presentation of  Our Lady of  
Guadalupe. Overnight in Mexico City.

Saturday, September 7th • Cathedral | Shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe       

After breakfast at the hotel, depart for a visit to Mexico city’s central plaza, the Zocalo.  Participate in a guided tour of  the Metropolitan 
Cathedral.  Then, enjoy a group lunch in the city before departing for the Basilica of  Our Lady of  Guadalupe.  Upon arrival, see the 

miraculous image of  Our Lady of  Guadalupe, the “Tilma” of  Juan Diego and tour the Shrine; the New Basilica, Old Basilica & Tepeyac 
Hill.  Cherish time at leisure to pray, shop & explore the grounds.  Celebrate Mass in the Basilica.  Return to the hotel for a traditional 

Mexican buffet dinner with the group.  Overnight in Mexico City. 

Sunday, September 8th • Sisters of Mary Girlstown      

Following breakfast at the hotel, drive to Chalco to witness the ‘fruits’ of  Our Lady’s evangelization at Girlstown. Celebrate Mass with 
over 3,000 teenage girls and the Sisters of  Mary.  Enjoy a special musical performance and presentation by the girls. Have lunch with the 
inspiring Sisters of  Mary followed by a tour of  the new Girlstown Retreat Center!  In the afternoon, tour Girlstown to understand how 

they are transforming  lives, and enjoy time to play and interact with the girls. Return to the hotel for a cocktail reception and participate in 
a group reflection about this life-changing weekend. Overnight in Mexico City. 

Monday, September 9th • Return to USA 

Conclude the pilgrimage with Mass at the hotel followed by breakfast before checking out and departing for the airport. Return home on 
independent flights.

          =  Continental Breakfast  |      =  Lunch  |    =  Dinner  |   =  Reception 
* Itinerary subject to change 
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“Truly inspirational and spiritual experience visiting Our Lady of  Guadalupe and the girls at 
Girlstown. The peace, joy and hope I felt from both experiences was overwhelming and brought 

me a deeper perspective of  joy being the simplest expression of  gratitude.”

-Paul Mylod
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